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Physical Geo. Cultural Geo. Political Geo.
Population/ Environmental

Geo. Economic Geo.

100

The longest River in Russia

What is the Volga River?

 

100

3 subregions of Russia

What are Transcaucasia,
Central Asia & Russia & The

Republics?

100

This term is best described as
a region of nations dominated

by other countries

What is a satellite nation? 

100

This is where most of Russia's
population is clustered 

What is Western Russia (Kiev,
Moscow, St. Petersburg)

100

This was the primary goal of
the USSR

What is rapid
industrialization? 

200

This is essential for success of
the European Islands

What is trade?

 

200

These are the 4 subregions of
Europe?

What are Western, Northern,
Eastern & Mediterranean

(Southern)?

200

This is the main reason
Scotland fought for its

independence from Great
Britain

What is the country did not
feel represented in G.B.'s

government?

200

This is where the population
of Europe is tends to live

What is most citizens live in
cities?

200

This is a  political & economic
system in which the major
productive resources in a
society are government

owned, and divided equally
among citizens

What is communism?

300

Fertile agricultural region of
Europe

What is the Northern
European Plain?

300

Put the following events in
order: Collapse of the USSR,

Russian Revolution,
Formation of the USSR,

Cold War

What is

1. Russian Revolution

2. Formation of USSR

3. Cold War

4. Collapse of USSR

300

Explains why the European
Union is beneficial in the

region

What is...

1. Promotes peace,
productive economy &

democracy

2. Common currency, open
borders, easy travel 

300

Best explains why the Aral
Sea is shrinking

What is...

Diversion of water for
irrigation projects 

300

The
______________________________
connects the interior of Russia to the

coasts for trade.

What is the Trans-Siberian Railroad?
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400

These are the natural resource
challenges of Russia (3

possible answers)

How to manage them

How to transport them from
harsh, distant regions

How to use them without
damaging environment 

400

This is why Transcaucasia is a
gateway for migration and

trade

What is 

1. Location between
continents of Europe & Asia

2. Trade routes located on
Black Sea

400

Explain why Ireland wanted
its independence from Great

Britain

What is...

 

Protestant English rulers
seized Catholic Irish Land &
gave it to Scottish & English.

After potato famine, Irish
blamed English for having to

flee, come back and want their
land

400

Explain how industrialization
impacted environmental geo.

of Europe

Wood used for fuel &
shipbuilding (deforestation)
then switch to coal; oil spills

in North Sea 

400

These 2 resources contributed
to the industrialization of

Europe

What are coal & iron-ore?

500

Explain why Europe called a
“peninsulas of peninsulas"

What is made up of many
small peninsulas, but is a

peninsula itself

500

This best explains why the
Basques want to be

independent of Spain

What is... the Basques are a
minority group within Spain

who want independence
largely due to their different

language

500

Explain why the USSR would
kill/imprison people for

protesting

What is...

 

The communist gov't of USSR
wanted to prevent citizens
from speaking out against

government, which could have
led to overthrow of power

500

Why did the Irish need to use
peat as an energy source?

What is Ireland does not have
large reserves of coal like rest

of Europe and needed
alternative sources of energy 

500
Give one positive economic of

the European Union

What is...

one currency + open borders =
easy travel & trade between

countries


